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Abstract. A fully automatic method for pilling evaluation in wear-and-
tear fabrics is developed from the image analysis of a set of standard
photographs (Zweigle KG-741 Reutlingen). The method involves opera-
tions in both the spatial and frequency domains to segment pills from the
textured background of the web. It calculates the total area of pilling in
the sample image and assigns a degree of pilling according to the stan-
dard. Two mathematical descriptions are analyzed according to the un-
derlying rule established by the standard images, using the visual esti-
mation of the area of pilling performed by a group of observers. A
logarithmic (in base two) approach, which is consistent with human vi-
sual perception laws and facilitates an optimization of the method, is
eventually adopted. © 1998 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[S0091-3286(98)02111-4]
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1 Introduction

Pilling is an effect of wear and tear that considerably spo
the original appearance of a fabric. Pilling generation
gins with a migration of fibers to the external part of yarn
so that fluffiness emerges on the web surface. Due to
tion, this fluffiness gets entangled and forms pills that
main suspended from the web by long fibers. Because
wear, some pills fall off, causing the additional effect
loss of material.1,2 Web resistance to pilling is commonl
tested in the laboratory by specific machines for pilli
generation. A sample of the original fabric is fixed in th
machine, in which wear is simulated by the action
brushes and abrasive materials. These machines are us
supplied with a standard reference consisting of pho
graphs of samples with different degrees of pilling~Table
1!. Experts with long experience and training in web i
spection assign a degree of pilling by looking at the sam
processed by the machine. Standard photographs off
useful reference to experts for visual comparison w
samples affected by pilling.

Apart from the high cost of these subjective metho
based on a visual estimation of pilling by experts, they ha
the drawback of not being very precise. Objective pro
dures based, for instance, on cutting off, counting a
weighing pills do exist, but they have a very limited us
An objective method based on height measurements u
laser triangulation was also proposed for grading fab
pilling.3
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Image processing techniques are widely used for ch
acterizing and inspecting textured materials,4 in general,
thus including textiles.5–8 An interesting study of pilling
evaluation by digital image analysis was carried out
Konda et al.9 Images of real samples were captured un
near-tangential illumination, which gave images with go
pill-to-background contrast that were then compared w
standard images. The original image was binarized by
plying a double threshold. The first threshold was det
mined by discriminant analysis and the second thresh
was established to include only pills bigger than a giv
minimum. Although threshold selection was sometimes i
precise, it was a big step forward over conventional vis
testing by experts and provided some basis for a dee
study.

In this paper, we develop a fully automatic method f
pilling evaluation by digital analysis that estimates the to
area of the sample covered by pills. The method is
signed, tested and optimized using Zweigle KG-741~Reut-
lingen! standard images as a reference. The analysis pr
dure sequentially combines operations in both the spa
and frequency domains to properly segment pills from
textured background of the web. A preliminary version
the method was reported in Ref. 10 and several impro
ments were introduced later.11

The analysis of the set of standard images enables u
approach empirically the underlying relationship betwe
the total area of pilling and the degree of pilling attribut
to the standard samples. In addition, our automatic met
2937© 1998 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Abril et al.: Automatic method based on image analysis . . .
is compared in this work to human observers~assisted by
computer!. We show that the method obtains consistent
sults in the calculation of the total area of pilling with r
spect to the results obtained by the observers.

2 Method

The general procedure is presented in the flow diagram
Fig. 1. The first step is image acquisition. Experimen
conditions for capturing real samples such as illuminati
relative position of sample and camera, etc. must be fi
so that an image with a good pill-to-background contras
obtained. Near-tangential illumination generally provide
good image, in which pills appear brightly against a da
background.9 We analyze a set of standard photographs t
do not require a particular illumination setup to be captu
and digitized. Since pills appear in black on a white pie
of textile material in the standard photographs, we cons
the acquired standard images with reverse contrast as i
images for the sake of a straightforward application of
method to the analysis of real samples. Figure 2 show
partial image of the standard sample corresponding to
degree of pilling 4~Zweigle KG-741! with reverse contrast
The whole image was digitized with 5123512 pixels and
256 gray levels. The acquisition system was arranged s
to obtain a digital image where the frequency of the pe
odic plain web structure of the original standard image w
half the Nyquist frequency. This means that a thread in

Table 1 Description of degrees of pilling.

Degree Description

1 No differences from the original can be appreciated
(no pilling)

2 Light superficial fluffiness (slight pilling)

3 Moderate fluffiness and/or isolated well defined pills
(moderate pilling)

4 Intense fluffiness and evident pilling (severe pilling)

5 Intense fluffiness and dense pilling throughout the
sample (very severe pilling)

Fig. 1 Flow diagram of the method.
2938 Optical Engineering, Vol. 37 No. 11, November 1998
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original standard image occupied 4 pixels on average.
cause pill dimensions are commonly greater than the thr
thickness, we considered that the acquired images wit
pixels/thread had enough resolution. Big white blobs cor
spond to pills. The background exhibits the typical period
structure of a textile web. A number of similar small whi
points regularly distributed throughout the image rev
this periodic structure.

The second step is a top-hat transform~Fig. 1!, intro-
duced to correct the input image for a possible nonunifo
illumination. The third block was designed to isolate t
randomly distributed white points of pilling from the per
odically distributed small white points of the structure
the web. This is accomplished in the frequency domain
calculating the fast Fourier transform~FFT! of the image
and then filtering out the peaks corresponding to perio
patterns. After an inverse Fourier transform, pills are s
mented from the background in the filtered image at
fourth step of the method~segmentation, in Fig. 1!. For this
purpose we consider that the pixel histogram of the ba
ground can be modeled by a Gaussian distribution. T
Gaussian model for the background is applied locally to
image to establish the threshold for each area of the ima
The result is a binary image where objects~pills! are seg-
mented from the background~now black!. Noisy objects
whose dimensions are too small to correspond to a pill
eliminated in the fifth step of the method. In the sixth ste
the total area of pilling is obtained by adding together t
pixels of the remaining objects, a measurement that mus
related to the degree of pilling. From the areas of pilling
all the standard images, an empirical law on the area
pilling and the degree of pilling can be roughly worked ou
A logarithmic function consistent with human vision fe
tures is used in the last stage of the method to assig
degree of pilling to a sample.

In Secs. 2.1 to 2.5 we describe in detail the steps in
method.

2.1 Top-Hat Transform

We apply a top-hat transform to make the background le
low and uniform throughout the web image, thus compe
sating for a possible lack of uniformity in the illuminatio

Fig. 2 Partial image of the standard sample corresponding to the
degree of pilling 4 (Zweigle KG-741).
 to 161.111.180.157. Terms of Use:  http://spiedl.org/terms
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Abril et al.: Automatic method based on image analysis . . .
of the sample. For a digitized imageI p of a given sample
with a degree of pillingp, the image after the top-hat tran
form I p8 is defined by12

I p85Top-hat~ I p!5I p2~ I p+g!, ~1!

whereg is the kernel of the transformation and the symb
+ indicates the gray-scale morphological opening operat
The kernelg represents the maximum area of the ima
where an object~pill ! could be contained, and thus its inn
possible lack of uniformity is not altered. Edges and blo
are thus preserved and only the local average of the b
ground level is subtracted from the image. Consequen
the kernelg must be fixed at a slightly greater size than t
largest pill of the image. As kernelg, we take a cylinder of
21 pixels diameter that is slightly larger than the largest
found in all the standard images. Note that the size se
tion of kernel g is not critical. In fact, there is not on
unique kernelg to obtain a reduction of the backgroun
level by the top-hat transform. The top-hat transform p
vides an increase in the pill-to-textile web contrast sinc
reduces the background level and preserves the gray-
differences between neighboring pixels.

As an example, Fig. 3 shows the result obtained by
plying a top-hat transform to a row of the standard image
p54. The profile in a dashed line corresponds to the or
nal image. Its background is lower at the center than at
edges and has a high mean gray level of about 90. A
applying a top-hat transform with the cylindrical kernel
21 pixels diameter forg, the result is the profile presente
in a solid line. Now the background level is much flatt
and lower. The increase of the pill-to-background gra
level ratio can also be appreciated by looking at the
represented by the peak on the right whose height is
tained over a lower background level.

2.2 Periodic Pattern Filtering

In this step we aim to filter out all those bright points of t
image that belong to the periodic structure of the w
These bright and relatively small points~see Fig. 2! could
be confused with pills if they were not removed. We d
signed a filter to eliminate the periodic web structure t
appears under the pills and in the image background.
well known that the information corresponding to period

Fig. 3 Application of top-hat transform to a row of the standard
image of degree of pilling p54 (Zweigle KG-741).
Downloaded from SPIE Digital Library on 01 Dec 2010
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structures in the spatial domain concentrates in high pe
at the fundamental and multiple frequencies of higher
ders ~harmonics! in the frequency domain. On the othe
hand, the Fourier transform of continuous images
proaches zero with increasing frequency. For large val
of frequency, the Fourier transform of an image having
gray-level discontinuities decreases in magnitude at leas
fast as the inverse of the frequency.13

Furthermore, images of natural scenes tend to sho
surprisingly homogeneous pattern of decay in the modu
of their Fourier spectra with the inverse of the frequen
law. This law has been successfully considered in differ
applications such as in parametric blind deconvolution14

For an image of a textile web affected by pilling, a mixtu
of these two distributions can be observed in the freque
domain. This mixture represents a rapid decay of the F
rier transform magnitude with frequency~according to the
inverse of frequency law!, corresponding to the nonperiodi
patterns, together with a set of discrete and regularly d
tributed peaks that correspond to the periodic pattern.
uF(u,v)u be the magnitude of the Fourier transform~FT! of
I p8 , uF(u,v)u5uFT@ I p8(x,y)#u. Except for the set of discrete
and regularly distributed peaks, we can approxim
uF(u,v)u by the function:

H~u,v !5S u2

a2 1
v2

b2D 21/2

, ~2!

whereu and v are the rectangular coordinates of the fr
quency domain, anda and b are real constants. Functio
H(u,v) has elliptical symmetry around the center acco
ing to the two main, commonly orthogonal, directions of
web called weft and warp. In general, yarns of differe
brightness and width are woven with different densities
weft and warp directions, and so the fit in the frequen
domain requires use of a function with elliptical symmetr
Obviously, the set of regularly distributed high peaks c
responding to the textile structure is not well fitted by t
function of Eq.~2!. But this fact can be exploited to bloc
the information from the periodic pattern. Precisely beca
of this, we propose the application of a thresholding in t
Fourier domain defined by:

F8~u,v !5 HF~u,v !,
0,

for uF~u,v !u,kH~u,v !

for uF~u,v !u>kH~u,v !
, ~3!

wherek is a real constant that satisfiesk.1. The role of
parameterk is to control the height for making equal to
the peaks corresponding to the periodic pattern in the FT
the web sample. As an example, Fig. 4 represents b
dashed line a cross-section profile of the magnitude of
FT of the web sample of Fig. 2. We estimatedH(u,v) of
Eq. ~2! by a least squares fit of the entire distribution of t
FT magnitude of the web sample~represented by a thin line
in Fig. 4!. The cross section ofkH(u,v) with k53.5 is
represented by a thick solid line in Fig. 4. All the valu
F(u,v) with their magnitudes belowkH(u,v) remain un-
changed after thresholding, whereas values whose ma
tudes are equal to or higher thankH(u,v) are canceled out
Most of the information corresponding to periodic patter
is thus removed, whereas most of the information cor
2939Optical Engineering, Vol. 37 No. 11, November 1998
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Abril et al.: Automatic method based on image analysis . . .
sponding to pills is preserved. The resulting filtered ima
in the spatial domainI p9 is retrieved by applying the invers
FT to F8(u,v), that is I p95FT21@F8(u,v)#. Figure 5
shows the filtered image corresponding to Fig. 2 after t
hat transformation and periodic pattern filtering withk
53.5.

2.3 Segmentation by Local Thresholding Based on
a Gaussian Model for the Background
Histogram

Since a severe reduction of the bright small points belo
ing to the periodic pattern was achieved in the previo
step, we assume that the dark area~consisting of pixels
with low gray levels! in the filtered image corresponds
background, whereas various bright objects~consisting of

Fig. 4 Cross section of the mask proposed to filter the periodic
pattern of the web image (thick solid line).

Fig. 5 Retrieved image after top-hat transformation and periodic
pattern filtering with k53.5.
2940 Optical Engineering, Vol. 37 No. 11, November 1998
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pixels with high gray levels! of different sizes and ran
domly distributed through the image correspond to pills

In this step, we segment pills from the background
obtain a binary image in which white objects~pills! appear
on a black background~web structure!. In this particular
case, the difficulty in establishing the threshold comes fr
the fact that the number of pixels belonging to the ba
ground can be several magnitude orders higher than
number of pixels belonging to pills.

The histogram of the imageI p9 ~solid line in Fig. 6!
shows only one peak placed at the dark part of the gr
level axis that clearly corresponds to the background.
assume that the background histogram can be approa
by a symmetrical Gaussian distribution~dashed line in Fig.
6!, so a threshold from the statistical parameters associ
to that Gaussian can be established. Letm and s be the
respective mean value and standard deviation of the Ga
ian obtained by a least squares fit of the image histogr
We propose a threshold valueU given by:

U5m1Ns, ~4!

whereN is a real positive parameter. For instance, if t
Gaussian assumption was exact and we tookN54 in the
thresholdU of Eq. ~4!, the expected misclassification pe
centage of background pixels~placed under Gaussian curv
beyond the threshold! would be less than 0.003% of the re
of the background pixels placed under the Gaussian lo
Nevertheless, since both classes, the background and
ing, have highly different numbers of pixels and our goa
to determine the number of pixels belonging to the pilli
class, it would be more significant to refer these misclas
fied pixels to the number of pixels eventually considered
pilling. Thus, in the processed standard images we ca
lated the number of pixels under the Gaussian curve w
gray levels higher than the thresholdU as a percentage o
the total amount of pixels beyond this threshold. W
repeated this calculation for three values of the param
N53, 4, and 5 in the processed standard images of the
different degrees of pilling. Table 2 contains the resu
For N53, the mean error for the different degrees of pillin
is around 6%, whereas forN54 it is 0.3% and forN55 it

Fig. 6 Histogram of the entire image Ip9 (solid line), a sector of which
is shown in Fig. 5, and its Gaussian fit (dashed line).
 to 161.111.180.157. Terms of Use:  http://spiedl.org/terms
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Abril et al.: Automatic method based on image analysis . . .
is 0.007%. We take the valueN54 because it yields a
reasonably low error of misclassification. ForN55 and
higher the error is clearly much lower, but the resulti
thresholds are too high. There is therefore a high proba
ity that too many pixels of pilling would eventually be mis
classified as background.

The application of the threshold given by Eq.~4! with m
ands values taken from the histogram of an entire ima
yields general binarization in the segmented imageI p- . The
result obtained with this binarization in the part of the sta
dard image of pilling 4 of Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 7. W
investigate the possibility of further improving on this r
sult by using local instead of global binarization. For th
purpose, we define a square window ofM3M pixels size
that scans the image from left to right and from top
bottom. For a given windowi we calculate the local thresh
old Ui in the same way as before, except for the histogra
which is now locally computed within the windowi. Thus,
the local threshold is given by:

Ui5mi1Ns i , ~5!

wheremi and s i are the mean and the standard deviat
estimated from the local histogram. The use of local w
dows is proposed to improve the adaptation of the thresh
estimation to the particular characteristics of the subim
within each window. However, theM3M size of the local

Table 2 Error of misclassification in percent of background pixels in
the total amount of pixels classified as pilling (beyond the threshold).

Degree of Pilling

Error of Misclassification (%)

N53 N54 N55

1 5.7 0.33 0.0073

2 5.9 0.44 0.0131

3 7.6 0.42 0.0073

4 7.3 0.27 0.0045

5 5.0 0.22 0.0030

Mean error (%) 6 0.3 0.007

Fig. 7 Part of the processed image after segmentation by general
binarization.
Downloaded from SPIE Digital Library on 01 Dec 2010
window must be large enough to maintain the assump
of a local histogram with a unique Gaussian mode cor
sponding to the background.

The binarization of the whole image based on loc
thresholding is carried out by taking displacements of
window of M /2 pixels in the horizontal and vertical direc
tions. To binarize the overlapping zones, we use the log
operator AND, so that a pixel is eventually assigned
pilling if its gray level is higher than all the local threshold
Ui of the windows that contained it. This overlapping
adjacent windows in the local binarization ensures
smooth transition between local thresholds of neighbor
windows. Figure 8 shows the result of applying a loc
binarization with a window size ofM564. It can be seen
that big pills are quite similar in both Figs. 7 and 8, b
there are more small objects~probably corresponding to
noise! in Fig. 7 ~general binarization! than in Fig. 8~local
binarization!. Local binarization yields pills with a slightly
smaller area that, as can be seen later, fit better the a
area.

2.4 Reduction of Binary Noise

In the binary image of Fig. 7, and even in Fig. 8, there a
a number of very small objects contributing to the total a
of pilling. However, most of these objects are too small
correspond to real pills and it is more likely that they a
residual noise that should be removed.

As a first rough approach, we consider that actual p
should have a minimum size~in pixels! of at least the same
order of thickness as the threads weft in the fabric. Thre
are composed of some twisted bunches of thin fibers,
pills are formed by the fibers that, due to friction, migra
to the external part of the yarns and become entangled
the web surface. It is a reasonable assumption that a s
accumulation of fluff or a small formed pill should be of
least the same size as the thread thickness. With this
sumption, we establish a threshold of pill areat that is the
number of pixels covering the minimum area of an obje
to be considered a pill. Objects in the binarized imageI p-
with area smaller than the thresholdt are considered as
noise and therefore are neglected when computing the
area of pilling.

Fig. 8 Part of the processed image after segmentation by local bi-
narization with size of window M564.
2941Optical Engineering, Vol. 37 No. 11, November 1998
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Abril et al.: Automatic method based on image analysis . . .
At this point, we are aware of the difficulty of finding
consistent and robust threshold of pill areat. There are
several control parameters~k,N,M! previously introduced
into the process. Slight variations in the values of the
parameters could require a different value for the thresh
of the pill area as well. As a hypothesis, if the final res
obtained after applying the process~i.e., the assignment o
a degree of pilling to a sample! depended critically on the
value of the threshold of the pill area, this would be a we
point of our automatic method of image analysis. We se
robust solutions in which the values of parameters a
thresholds are not critical and can be kept fixed, indep
dently of potentially varying conditions. In Sec. 3 we tu
back to this idea and discuss the results obtained for
Zweigle KG-741 set of standard images.

2.5 Degree of Pilling versus Area of Pilling

The total area of pillingAp can be estimated by:

Ap5 (
Ti.t

Ti , ~6!

whereTi is the area of thei ’ th pill in pixels and t is the
threshold of the pill area. The greater the amount and
of pills, the larger the total area of pillingAp and conse-
quently the higher the degree of pillingp.

We applied the whole process to the Zweigle KG-7
set of standard images, which gives a reference for
degrees of pilling, fromp51 ~no pilling! to p55 ~very
severe pilling!. We estimated the total area of pillingAp for
each standard image of degreep. As expected,Ap values
increased in parallel withp values.

We then compared the results of this method with
results from measuring the pilling area in the standard
ages by human observers. In our experiment, seven
trained observers looked individually at the digital imag
of the standard sequentially displayed on a TV monitor
random order. The observers were not informed about
degree of pilling corresponding to the image they we
looking at. Assisted by computer, they classified pixel
pixel, so as to separate those pixels belonging to pill
from those belonging to background in each image. Th
for each standard image of degree of pillingp, a set of
seven segmented images provided by observers was
tained. From this set we synthesized seven additional
nary images: one of them by setting as pilling all tho
pixels that had been classified as pilling by one or m
observers~which is equivalent to OR-ing the images of th
set!, one by setting as pilling all those pixels that had be
classified as pilling by two or more observers and so
until reaching the image obtained by setting as pilling
those pixels that had been classified as pilling by all se
observers~which is equivalent to AND-ing the images o
the set!. This process of image generation was repeated
all the standard images with different degrees of pillin
The area of pillingAp8 assigned to each synthesized ima
is equal to the number of pixels of its pilling class. Th
resulting valuesAp8 are used as entries in the followin
study of the human performance of pilling segmentation

In general, it is empirically found that the greater t
magnitude of a visual stimulus, the greater the size of
2942 Optical Engineering, Vol. 37 No. 11, November 1998
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increment that must be added to the stimulus magnitud
be just noticeable. This is mathematically stated in Webe
law which leads to the Fechner law that relates the sen
tion magnitude to a logarithmic function of the stimulu
magnitude.15 For this reason, we considered that the deg
of pilling ~sensation magnitude! could be related to a loga
rithmic function of the area of pilling~stimulus magnitude!.
Moreover, the relative ease with which a human obser
perceives an amount double or half something led us
consider a logarithm in base two. In the particular case
the standard image of the degree of pillingp51 ~no pill-
ing!, it must be taken into account that all the observers
our experiment provided the same result, for which no p
els were classified as pilling. This fact implies that the log
rithmic law is not completely fulfilled, particularly for low
values of area of pilling. To overcome the situation w
propose to introduce a constant—which we call offset—
add to the values of segmented area of pilling. In fact
could be said that the effect is similar to that caused by
offset mechanism in the visual perception of the pillin
area in the standard images. From these considerations
study a logarithmic approach between the degree of pill
p and the observed area of pillingAp8 . The approach can be
expressed by the formula:

p215 log2S Ap81A1

A1
D 1/m

, ~7!

where m is a real constant andA1 is the area of pilling
corresponding to the degree of pillingp51, which we con-
sider analogous to the offset value. A plausible explanat
of the fact that all observers assign a 0 area of pilling to the
standard image withp51 is they calibrated themselves t
fix the zero level of area of pilling to the sample knowna
priori as the nonpilled sample. This calibration entails t
existence of an offset in their gradation of the area of p
ing. We performed fits by linear regression of Eq.~7! using
the valuesp51,...,5 andAp8 of the images synthesized from
the observers’ results. Table 3 presents the values ofm, A1
and the correlation coefficientr for each set of synthesize
calculations based on the observers’ results~from OR to
AND!. Figure 9 shows all the fitted lines and the empiric

Table 3 Data of the linear regression fits of Eq. (7) with entries of
the areas of pilling Ap8 in the synthesized images obtained from the
human estimations for each standard image. For the last row, data
of the linear regression fit of Eq. (8) with entries of the areas of
pilling Ap obtained by the method of image analysis applied to each
standard photograph.

Pilling Detection m A1 r

At least by one observer (OR) 1.00 343 0.994

At least by two observers 1.00 248 0.994

At least by three observers 1.20 124 0.988

At least by four observers 1.23 94 0.987

At least by five observers 1.30 64 0.988

At least by six observers 1.30 51 0.988

All seven observers (AND) 1.33 35 0.990

By the method of image analysis 1.00 165 0.993
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points on a graph of log2 (area) versus the degree of pilling
p. In this case, the variablearea is the additionarea5Ap8
1A1 . Note thatm corresponds to a slope value in Fig.
For p51, the points represented at the lines obtained fr
observers’ results, reach the fitted values log2 (A1). From
the values of the correlation coefficientsr in Table 3, all of
them higher than 0.95, we conclude that the logarithm
approach represented by Eq.~7! is fully consistent with the
empirical results obtained from the observers. Moreove
value of the slopem around unity, particularly in the region
of good recognition capability~objects detected by at lea
one observer or two observers!, confirms the logarithm in
base two.

For the sake of comparison with human performan
we also present in Fig. 9 the values of log2 (area) from the
pilling areasAp obtained by the method of image analys
with the parametersk53.5,N54, M564, t55 ~the thread
thickness occupied 4 pixels on average! for each standard
image. The variablearea for these points is justAp because
the algorithm does not have an offset mechanism, as hu
observers seem to have. Using linear regression we fit
five points obtained by image analysis according to the
pression:

p215 log2S Ap

A1
D 1/m

. ~8!

The argument of the logarithmic function of Eq.~8! dif-
fers in unity from that of Eq.~7!. Apart from this, both Eqs.

Fig. 9 Areas of pilling corresponding to the standard images of de-
grees p51,...,5. Estimations obtained from human visual perfor-
mances and from the method of image analysis. Linear regression
fits of each set of points according to Eqs. (7) and (8) (Table 3).
Downloaded from SPIE Digital Library on 01 Dec 2010
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~7! and~8! are similar. The result of the fit of Eq.~8! is also
contained in Table 3 and graphed in Fig. 9. The correlat
coefficient isr 50.993 and the slope ism51.00. From this
result, we can say that the performance of the method
image analysis is on a par with that of observers~by adding
A1 to Ap8!.

A feature we consider very useful for an automa
method is robustness against slight variations in the con
parameters. This means that the assignment of a degre
pilling to a sample must be a solid operation, not critica
dependent on given values of the parameters. To this
we revise the correlation coefficientr and the slope valuem
as quality criteria of the fits obtained for different sets
control parameters~k,M,t!. Remember that the control pa
rameterN was previously checked and optimized, andN
54 was kept constant in Sec. 2.3. A good fit should yie
values of bothr and m close to unity. Robustness i
checked by comparing the valuesr and m obtained after
variations in the parametersk, M and t within the ranges
guessed previously, i.e., kP@2.5, 4.5#, M
P$512(image size),256,128,64,32,16%, tP@3,...,7#. Fig-
ure 10 shows the values of the correlation coefficientr in
five diagrams, Figs. 10~a! to 10~e!, corresponding to the
different values of the window sizeM used for binarization.
In each diagram, the origin is placed in the upper left c
ner, the vertical axis represents the constantk used to filter
out periodic frequencies, and the horizontal axis represe
the value of the threshold of pill areat. The values reached
by the correlation coefficientr for the different parameters
k, M, and t are displayed in gray levels in Fig. 10. Th
darker the cell, the higher the value ofr. The maximum
value of r presented in Fig. 10 isr 50.996, which corre-
sponds tok53.5, M564, andt56.

The logarithmic approach can be considered for a rob
performance of the method because a correlation co
cient ofr .0.95 is obtained for a large range of values ofk,
M, andt. The window size is not a critical parameter, sin
the results do not change drastically among the differ
diagrams of Fig. 10. However, we can see that a local
narization with an appropriate window size of about
364 pixels yields most of the best fits and is therefore pr
erable to a general binarization@see Figs. 10~d! and 10~a!#.
For a window sizeM532 and smaller, results are wors
than for M564. As we said in Sec. 2.3, the Gaussi
model of the background becomes quite imprecise for lo
windows with small areas. An additional drawback of usi
small local windows is the increase in computing time.

A general overview of the diagrams of Fig. 10 reveals
certain correlation between the parameterk of the periodic
pattern mask and the threshold of pill areat. Low values of
k, which mean stronger filtering of frequencies, mainly
the low frequencies spectrum area, tend to eliminate m
uninteresting information. Consequently, these lowk values
only require a low value of the threshold of pill areat, i.e.,
objects with an area of only very few pixels should
considered noise and need to be suppressed to obta
good fit ~r high!. On the contrary, higher values ofk, which
entail a lighter filtering of low frequencies, require high
values of t ~objects with area consisting of more pixe
should be considered noise and be eliminated! to reach a
fitted line with a similar correlation coefficientr as before.
2943Optical Engineering, Vol. 37 No. 11, November 1998
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2944 Op
Fig. 10 Correlation coefficients r of the linear regression fits of Eq. (8), taking the values Ap provided
by the method of image analysis with the control parameters k, M, and t varying in k5@2.5, 4.5#, M
5@512,32#, and t5@3,7#.
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We calculated the value of the slopem in all the cases
considered in Fig. 10. To shorten the presentation of
sults, Fig. 11 contains only the diagram corresponding
the selected window sizeM564. Similar diagrams are ob
tained for the other values ofM and are therefore not pre
sented here. The diagram of Fig. 11 is organized in
same way as that in Fig. 10. The values reached by
slopem for the different parametersk andt are displayed in
gray levels again. The darker the cell, the closer the va
of m to unity. The closest to unity ism51.00, which cor-
responds tok53.5 andt55. Them values close to unity
are distributed along the diagonal in Fig. 11 more clea
than in Fig. 10. It again shows the correlation between
rametersk and t.

There is good overall agreement between the diagr
in Figs. 10~d! and 11, which suggests that the best fits to
logarithmic law correspond to a slope valuem very close to
tical Engineering, Vol. 37 No. 11, November 1998
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unity. Taking into account both Figs. 10~d! and 11, we
choose the pair (k,t)5(3.5, 5) that reaches the values
r 50.993 withm51.00.

As a result of this analysis, we fix the best control p
rameters with the valuesk53.5, N54, M564, andt55,
although we have already demonstrated that the exact
ues are not critical.

3 Discussion

In the previous section we presented an automatic met
for pilling evaluation by image analysis and showed t
highly promising results obtained after applying it to sta
dard images. The accuracy achieved with this method
abled us to approach the underlying rule—unknown to u
used by experts to elaborate the standard. Our appro
described by Eqs.~7! and ~8!, assumes a logarithmic in
 to 161.111.180.157. Terms of Use:  http://spiedl.org/terms
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base two relationship between the area of pilling and
degree of pilling. This assumption is consistent with t
related logarithmic law15 which characterizes human visu
perception. In fact, a comparison of the results obtained
the method with those obtained by a group of nontrain
observers, who performed the segmentation by visual
spection of the standard images, demonstrated the feas
ity of the logarithmic approach. We then tested the robu
ness of the method against slight variations in the value
the control parameters. The results of our analysis con
the robustness of the method. The values of the con
parameters are not critical and slight variations in th
within reasonable ranges do not severely alter the meth
performance.

Nevertheless, other approaches different from the lo
rithmic one studied here could be considered and analy
From the estimations of the pilling area of the stand
images carried out by the visual inspection of a group
observers, another empirical law, different from Eq.~7!,
could be fitted. For instance, we may fit theAp8 values of
each set of the images synthesized from the observers
sponses according to the expression:

Ap85C~p21!3 expF2S p21

a D 2G , ~9!

where C and a are real constants. Taking theAp values
obtained by the method of image analysis, however, we
fit them according to the expression:

Fig. 11 Slope m of the linear regression fits of Eq. (8) with the
values of Ap provided by the method of image analysis with the
control parameters M564 and k and t varying in k5@2.5, 4.5# and
t5@3,7#.
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Ap2A15C~p21!3 expF2S p21

a D 2G . ~10!

Note that the offset value is not taken into account in E
~9!, but in Eq.~10!, where the area of pillingA1 obtained
by the method for the degreep51 is subtracted from the
area of pillingAp . This enablesAp8 andAp2A1 to be com-
pared. In Fig. 12 the experimental points and the fits of
area of pilling versus the degree of pilling area are graph
Equation~9! was used to fit the results of the observe
whereas Eq.~10! was used to fit the results obtained by t
method. Table 4 contains the values ofC anda yielded by
each fit, together with its correlation coefficientr. The cor-
relation coefficient of the fit corresponding to the meth
r 50.999 is equal to the best obtained from the observe
data. However, the value ofa54.80 with the method dif-
fers a little from the values ofa obtained with the observ
ers.

The analyses of Table 4 and Fig. 12 show that ev
more accurate fits~higher r! are achieved with this secon
approach than with the previous logarithmic one. This
sult does not mean that the logarithmic approach mus
rejected. The correlation coefficients reached under
logarithmic assumption were reasonably good~see Table
3!, though not as high on average as those obtained u
the second approach@represented by Eqs.~9! and ~10!#. In

Fig. 12 Areas of pilling corresponding to the standard images of
degrees p51,...,5. Estimations obtained from human visual perfor-
mances and from the method of image analysis. Fits of each set of
points according to Eqs. (9) and (10) (Table 4).
2945Optical Engineering, Vol. 37 No. 11, November 1998
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Abril et al.: Automatic method based on image analysis . . .
fact, both approaches led to a similar correspondence
tween the area of pilling and the degree of pilling in t
interval of p51,...,5. Thus, these results confirm that t
empirical approach sought, and so the formula, do not n
essarily have to be unique to describe the process.

Furthermore, the robustness of our method is dem
strated not only through the noncritical values of the co
trol parameters~Sec. 2.5!, but also through a noncritica
mathematical description of the underlying law. Hence,
cause which mathematical expression is chosen is not c
cal, we decided to use the logarithmic approach. Althou
the second approach reached slightly higher correlation
efficients, the logarithmic approach is consistent with
mentioned visual perception laws and covers better the
formance of the mechanism. Furthermore, the logarith
approach makes it easy to optimize the values of the con
parameters~k,M,t! introduced in the algorithm within thei
tolerance ranges, as shown in Sec. 2.5.

Since neither the values of the parameters nor the m
ematical expression relating the area of pilling to the deg
of pilling are actually critical, the selection of the value
k53.5, M564, N54 andt55 for the control parameter
of the algorithm is considered valid.

4 Conclusions

We developed a method of digital image analysis for
objective and automatic evaluation of pilling in wear-an
tear fabrics. The method calculates the total area of pill
in the sample image. It involves operations in both the s
tial and frequency domains to achieve an efficient segm
tation of pills from the textured background of the we
The algorithm discriminates the degrees of pilling of t
standard set and provides highly satisfying results. No c
trol parameter introduced in the algorithm has a criti
value whose variation in a reasonable range alters the re
drastically. This demonstrates the robustness of the me
for any slight variation in the control parameters.

Two empirical approaches to establishing a corresp
dence between the area of pilling in the standard ima
and the degree of pilling were analyzed. Both approach
formulated according to the calculations of the area of p
ing by visual inspection, reach acceptable degrees of pr
sion and establish a similar correspondence between
area of pilling and the degree of pilling in the studied i
tervals. Although the logarithmic approach did not achie

Table 4 Data of the fits of Eqs. (9) and (10) with entries of the areas
of pilling obtained from human calculations Ap8 and from the method
of image analysis Ap , respectively.

Pilling Detection C a r

At least by one observer (OR) 186.20 4.01 0.999

At least by two observers 134.56 4.01 0.998

At least by three observers 115.75 3.88 0.998

At least by four observers 96.84 3.84 0.997

At least by five observers 74.72 3.99 0.996

At least by six observers 61.32 3.93 0.994

All seven observers (AND) 40.39 4.23 0.997

By the method of image analysis 71.55 4.80 0.999
2946 Optical Engineering, Vol. 37 No. 11, November 1998
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the most precise fits, it was convincing because it is c
sistent with the well-known logarithmic laws that descri
human visual perception. In addition, the formula cor
sponding to this logarithmic approach is neat and comp
hensible.

The results obtained by the method of image analysis
highly consistent with those obtained by the observe
when it is remembered that all the observers assigned
area of zero pilling to the standard image of degreep51.

The fits of the results provided by the method accord
to each of the formulas representative of the two a
proaches reach high values in their correlation coefficie
The logarithmic approach is the best for the method a
shows the easiest way to determine the best~but noncriti-
cal! values for the control parameters.

Note that the task of formulating the corresponden
between the area of pilling and the degree of pilling defin
by the standard images is not a requirement for an objec
extraction of features such as the area of pilling, but for
comparison with the results provided by experts. With t
correspondence, we set the basis for a future validation
the method with respect to experts when operating on
samples.
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